Fake Photos Depicting Rape Victims in Riots in Indonesia
I regret to inform my readers that the two photos I have posted depicting Chinese
women being raped during the May 13-15, 1998 riots in Indonesia are fake.
Both of these photos were previously posted to a web site entitled "Sexy Asian
Schoolgirls" on December 4, 1997, well before the May, 1998 riots.
In addition, I had previously established that other photos supposedly depicting the
results of the May 13-15 riots are fake as well.
The possibility that they are real photos taken during the riots and later added to
the "Sexy Asian Schoolgirls" site would seem to be excluded by the fact that the
date for the posting of those two pictures is 4 Dec 1997, which was well before the
May, 1998 riots in Jakarta.
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This fake photo supposedly depicts a Chinese
women being raped during the May 13-15, 1998
riots in Indonesia which brought down President
Suharto on May 21. Compare this with the next
photo, which was posted on the "Sexy Asian
Schoolgirls" site on December 4, 1997. Note the
tape on the woman's breast.

This photo was posted on the "Sexy
Asian Schoolgirls" site on December 4,
1997. Can you detect any similarity to the
previous photo which supposedly depicts
a Chinese women being raped during the
May 13-15, 1998 riots? Note that there is
no tape on the woman's breast.

The only other possibility would be that the date of 4 December 1997 is false, but I
doubt that.

Whoever did this has done great harm to the cause. The falsification of these
photos will no doubt lead others to claim that the atrocities themselves did not
occur.
Here is the proof:
I had previously been able to establish that three photos which I had been led to
believe were from the Jakarta riots are actually from East Timor. Look
athttp://www.asiadragons.com/indonesia/news/special/riot_rapes/ under the section
entitled: Photos - Riot - By Traveler US 200798
There are three photos with the file names usa1.jpg usa2.jpg and usa3.jpg.
Those same three photos can also be found
at http://www.easttimor.com/html/h_r_violations.html.
Clearly those photos are from East Timor, and not from Jakarta.
I did not post those three photos on my web site. The two photos which I did post,
which I renamed indorape.jpg and indorap2.jpg, were convincing and appeared to
be authentic.
However, it was pointed out to me that those two photos are fake and can be found
at:
http://www.serve.com/asnschgrl/images/sex/4lk.jpg
http://www.serve.com/asnschgrl/images/sex/3lc.jpg
The index for those two photos is posted
at http://www.serve.com/asnschgrl/images/sex/. This index shows that the two
photos were posted on 4 December 1997.
Other observations: Actually, the photos I have posted as indorape.jpg and
indorap2.jpg show the same three people, one woman and two men. However,
indorap2.jpg is fuzzy in comparison with the version of the same photo which is
posted at http://www.serve.com/asnschgrl/images/sex/3lc.jpg
Since it is hard to make a fuzzy photo sharp but easy to make a sharp photo fuzzy,
this indicates that the version on the Sexy Asian Schoolgirls site is the original.
In addition, the version I have posted has the words "Asiadragons.com Chinese
Victim - Indonesia Crisis 98".
I would like to know more about Asiadragons.com, because it appears that they are
responsible for this falsification.

Also, the photo I posted as indorape.jpg has minor censorship because the nipple
on the woman's breast is covered with a thin tape. Note that the photos
athttp://www.asiadragons.com/indonesia/news/special/riot_rapes/ also have this
sort of censorship.
Here are all the photos for comparison. I am also including the coverpic of
the Sexy Asian Schoolgirls site for reference.
Sam Sloan
UPDATE: You can say you read it here first: On August 21, 1998 (two days after I
posted this) the Wall Street Journal reported: Some Indonesia Rape Photos on the
Internet Are Frauds.

Here are links:
















Account of Rape Victim in riots in Indonesia
CNN Report: Government Says that there is No Evidence of Rapes in May
Riots, but Anti-Chinese riots erupt again
Not one Confirmed Case of Rape during May Riots, says Government
Vivian's Story - Indonesian Original
Shame, Terror, Killing, Raping, etc. in Indonesia
Indonesia Free Press - Special Issue - Riots Rape Evidence
Indonesia sets up anti-rape task force in response to attacks during riots
Indo Chaos: Holocaust in Indonesia
World Huaren Federation - Atrocities Committed against Indonesian
Huarens
ABC News - Agency Investigates Rapes
Call for Action - More details on Indonesia Gang Rape (1)
Indonesian Atrocity
Daily News of Indonesia
Indonesian Huaren Crisis Center
The Racial Discrimination Against the Ethnic Chinese in Medan - Indonesia
Photo Gallery - Ugly Scenes of Looting








Photo of Rape Victims?
Rape Victim Forms the National Coalition Against Violent Athletes
Linette Cinelli - Refuses settlement of $1.75 million in her claim that she
was sexually harassed by Smith Barney
Former Chess Prodigy Convicted in Cyber-Sex Torture Trial
Order Now: The Slave Children of Thomas Jefferson
Order "The Slave Children of Thomas Jefferson" from Barnes and Noble
Return to my Home Page

Contact address - please send e-mail to the following
address: Sloan@ishipress.com

http://anusha.com/indofake.htm

